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John Sakkas, Eleftheria Manta, Dimitris Tsamos, Ioannis Kontakis
A Mediterranean rivalry: the Dodecanese in the strategy of Italy and Britain in the 1930s.
During the period 1935-1939 the British Empire and Fascist Italy deteriorated their previously
friendly relations. The Ethiopian campaign was the inception of this alteration and the
Mediterranean Sea the main field of antagonism between the two Powers. The aim of this
presentation is to discover the role and the importance of the Dodecanese in the Italian and
British strategy during the above-mentioned period. More specifically, It will be analyzed the
defensive measures that the two governments and their respective military authorities planned
to adopt, in order to restrict the dynamics of each other and to protect their Mediterranean
interests. Emphasis will be also given to the role of Turkey in British Mediterranean policy and to
the significance of this country for the Allied strategic plans against the Dodecanese.

Irene Toliou
General State Archives (GSA) in Rhodes as custodian of cultural heritage: a strategic position
on the edge of the Aegean Sea
Nowadays, archives continue to constitute a vital part of the cultural heritage of every country
and the foundation for decision making in the Public Sector as well as the safeguarding of the
citizens’ rights. They play a significant role in the field of historical research, cultural action,
administrative information and the citizen’s service. These functions connect them directly with
the society but also with political institutions since these functions are affected by the political
and legislative framework of each country and reflect the quality of democracy at every level.

In the contemporary information society, archives update their services making use of the new
technologies with the aim of improving their communication with the people and their
extroversion towards society. They digitize their valuable collections and display on the
worldwide web their unique and extremely rare documents while at the same time they develop
and offer services to people via internet.
Archival institutions are generally legally constituted entities responsible for identifying,
managing, and preserving the integrity of an institution's official records of long-term value.
In this paper will be mentioned some permanent characteristics of the archives in their dimension
in order to show the continuity of the stable bond between them and the society that exists from
the beginning of the creation of archives in the ancient past until today.
After these, we will focus on the mission, structure, legislation and goals of the General State
Archives (G.S.A.) of Greece. Then the “extroversion” policy of G.S.A. will be presented and the
scientific, cultural and educational activities that offer high level services to the scientific public
and to the society as a whole.
Then, a reference will be made to today’s circumstances and mainly at the technological level
that influence very much the management of archives and of course the daily duties of archivists,
as the creation of digitized archival content constitutes a significant goal of the General State
Archives.
In addition, the archival collections kept in the General State Archives in Rhodes
will be presented. The wealth of information provided is impressive and encompasses every
aspect of social, political, economic, and scientific as well as every other activity of the nation. In
the G.A.K. of Rhodes the most important sources are the Archive of Italian Administration 1912–
1943 and Italian Royal Police Archive (Carabinieri), which starts from 1932 and includes files until
1946.
Finally, the services that are available to the public from G.A.K. in Rhodes will be mentioned.

Maria Papanikolaou
Eastern Mediterranean Archives: Interwar Politics and Archival Sources at the American
University in Cairo
The topic of the presentation will be the American University in Cairo as a place of reflecting
politics and diplomacy matters during the interwar period (1920-1939), and as a repository for
keeping research and primary sources for this period. The American University in Cairo was
founded in 1919 and was interconnected with the political developments in Egypt during the

Interwar period, particularly the American policy in the region and the British rule. Today, the
American University in Cairo Archives preserving valuable and unique sources for the role of the
University in the Egyptian and Middle East Interwar politics as well as the general politics in the
broader region. The presentation aims at introducing to the research community the American
University in Cairo as an institution of research interest for the Interwar politics and beyond of
the Eastern Mediterranean and at the same time as an important archival repository for Interwar
research and primary sources.

Manolis Peponas
From the burning of Smyrna to the Corfu incident: The Italian policy in Eastern Mediterranean
(13 September 1922 - 27 September 1923)
The Italian interest in the Eastern Mediterranean was clear from the last decades of the 19th
century. Mussolini's "March on Rome" (27 - 28 October 1922) shifted the foreign policy of the
country, as the dictator expressed his desire to reborn the Roman Empire. In less than a year
(September 1922 - September 1923), the fascist government proved its intentions; the
occupation of Corfu after the murder of general Tellini was just an incident in a long process.
Based on archival material originating from the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Documenti Diplomatici Italiani, this presentation aims to illuminate the relation of Italy with
Greece and Turkey, the Italian efforts for financial penetration in the Balkans, and the ideological
influences of fascism on the political programs of several parties and organizations of the area.
Also, it tries to describe Rome's attitude on crucial issues like the burning of Smyrna.
Alexis Rappas
British and Italian Entanglements in the Eastern Mediterranean: Between Rivalry and
Emulation
European diplomatic history has persuasively underscored the role played by the Italian Fascist
challenge to French and British interests in the Eastern Mediterranean as a major factor in the
build-up to the Second World War (Barros, 1982; Salerno, 2002; Rodogno, 2006). While the
Abyssinia Crisis (1935) has been rightfully identified as the breaking point in the modus vivendi
between the three European powers, more recently scholars have also insisted on the British
strategic anxieties regarding Italy’s militarization of the Dodecanese islands (Yiangou, 2016;
Xypolia, 2016; Espinoza, 2017). What is left out in these important studies on the contest
between British and Italy is the veritable, concomitant emulation that took place between the
two powers in terms of their respective imperial administrative methods as both struggled to win
the hearts and minds of their Mediterranean subjects the better to fortify their strategic position.

This communication will focus on this form of transimperial mutual influence by highlighting
specifically the role played therein by racial representations of the local populations and the
adhesion, characteristic of the interwar era, to state interventionism.
Greta Vasileiou
Manifestations of the rivalry between Britain and Italy in the Eastern Mediterranean from 1935
to 1939
The International Exhibition inaugurated in May 1937 in Paris was dedicated to peace.
Nevertheless, its ambience was belligerent. The Spanish Civil War had already been ongoing and
the League of Nations had already been deprived of its credibility due to the Abyssinian Crisis.
Fascist-Italy most hostile interwar action took place in 1935 with the invasion of Abyssinia
(Ethiopia). However, the League of Nations sanctions against Italy were not sufficient since both
British and French aims concurred with the policy of placating Italy.
The Abyssinian Crisis influenced the British policy-making in the Mediterranean. Britain
renegotiated the Unilateral Declaration of Egyptian Independence and reaffirmed the assertion
of British support to Greece and Turkey in case of Italian aggression. By contrast, Italy employed
fierce anti-British propaganda through the Egyptian press and the Radio-Bari news broadcasted
in Arabic in Near and Middle East which contributed to the outbreak of the Arab Revolt (1936–
1939). Moreover, Mussolini deployed education in order to propagate the fascist ideology
through the Italian language in Albania and the Dodecanese, as well as among the diaspora living
in Egypt. The ineffectiveness of the appeasement policy was widely manifested when Mussolini
supplied troops and arms to Franco’s Nationalist movement and when Italy, a founder member
of the League, left it in December 1937. Both actions brought Italy closer to the Nazi regime. In
1939, Ιtaly made further colonial gains with the invasion of Albania and in May 1939, the Germans
and Italians established their friendship with the Pact of Steel funding the “Rome-Berlin Axis”.
It is clear that there was an opposition between Britain and Italy whose interests were
focussed on the same geographic area. The British wished to maintain the status quo and prevent
Italy from closer association with Germany, while Italy wanted to challenge the British
Mediterranean hegemony and obtain greater power status. Britain considered the alliance
between Germany, Italy and Japan a dire peril to its colonial lands in the Mediterranean and
overseas, while Italy aimed to revise borders and enlarge its territories of influence. Although
there was no open confrontation between these nations the underlying antagonism between
them was both felt and addressed.
Vassilis Kollaros
Greek-British relations: Metaxas' proposal for an alliance (October 1938)

In October 1938, the regime of Ioannis Metaxas, seeking to secure Greece's northern borders as
well as British protection against the external threats facing the country, proposed to Britain the
establishment of an alliance between the two states. In addition, the alliance with London
provided internal legitimacy to a dictatorial regime that was not particularly popular with the
Greek people.
On the other hand, Britain assessed the Greek dictator's proposal in the light of its
relations with Italy, but also taking into account the wider geopolitical developments in the
Balkans, as well as in the Eastern Mediterranean basin. At the same time, the allied commitment
proposed by Metaxas was contrary to the way in which the then British Chamberlain government
was politicising international politics.
This proposal for a paper aims to highlight the background of Metaxas' specific proposal
of alliance to Britain, using archival material from the British archives, as well as Greek and
international literature. At the same time, it will highlight every parameter that influenced the
development of diplomatic affairs and that led to its rejection by the British side. Moreover, it
will highlight the fact that London approached the issues concerning Greece in the light of the
competition of its relations with the other major powers of the period, especially with Italy.
Anthony McElligott
The indefatigable Dr Zervos: Greek Irredentism in the Dodecanese Islands, 1912-1941
When Italy seized the Dodecanese islands from the Ottomans in 1912, its military were hailed as
liberators. Local Greeks had hoped their liberation from the Turks would pave the way for union
with Greece. They were quickly disappointed. Popular plebiscites demanding enosis were ignored
by the Italian powers and their instigators were either imprisoned or banished. Greek alliance
with the Entente during the First World War awakened hopes for enosis as a reward, but again
this hope was dashed. The following decades saw the ebb and flow of a propaganda campaign
for enosis led by Skevophylax Georges (Skevos) Zervos. My talk focuses on a number of key
moments in his efforts to secure enosis, setting it into the context of Dodecanesian irredentism.

Thomas Dimopoulos
Greek foreign policy from neutrality to the British coalition 1928-1940
The paper will present the transition of the Greek foreign policy from the diplomatic isolation to
its join to the British coalition. Emphasis will be given on relations with the Great Powers that
played a key role in the Eastern Mediterranean (Italy, Great Britain, and France). Furthermore, it
aims to focus on the shifting of foreign policies away from the doctrine of equal distances,

between the Great Powers, to the British side emphasizing on the developments of the Ethiopian
crisis, the restoration of the monarchy and the Montreux Convention. At the same time, the
course of Greek-Turkish relations, which are directly affected by developments in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Balkans will be examined, while the Italian-British Gentlemen’s
Agreement of January 2, 1937 will be evaluated to the extent that affects Greek foreign policy.
Besides the above, the contribution of the British guarantees of April 1939 will be evaluated and
Declarations between France and Turkey and Great Britain and Turkey culminating in the
Tripartite Mutual Aid Treaty of October 1939.

Antonis Klapsis
The Greek-Turkish rapprochement and the Mediterranean balance of power in the 1930s
In October 1930 Greece and Turkey signed a Pact of Friendship. This development marked the
beginning of an era of close bilateral cooperation between Athens and Ankara which aimed at
the preservation of the equilibrium of powers in the Balkan Peninsula and most importantly at
safeguarding the territorial status quo in the region. The Greek-Turkish rapprochement was
expanded in 1933 and thus served as the basis for the signing of the quadruple Balkan Pact of the
following year. Being both antirevisionist powers, Greece and Turkey remained close friends for
the rest of the 1930s and proved firmly determined to contain the revisionist aspirations of
Bulgaria that wished to secure territorial access to the Aegean Sea. They also tried to contain Italy
which wished to become a hegemonic power in the Mediterranean Sea.
Petros Koris
The Asia Minor Campaign in German public discourse: Greece between German philhellenism
and anti-Allied Interests
The image of Greece in German public discourse during the Asia Minor Campaign was constantly
contested from two sides: on the one hand the sympathy of the bourgeois press for King
Constantine and classical philhellenism produced a positive attitude towards the Greek question,
but on the other the Greek participation in the Entente and the continuation of the war against
Turkey, Germany's former ally, harmed Germany's interests. Turkey was the only defeated
country that still resisted Entente and the Turkish struggle against the Greeks took on the
dimensions of an anti-Entente and anti-peace treaty resistance paradigm. This presentation will
attempt to capture the subtle effort of the German press to instrumentalize the Greek defeat of
1922 in favor of a revision of the Treaty of Versailles, while trying to maintain a pro-Greek policy.
To achieve this goal, England had to be blamed for taking advantage the dreams of "Megali Idea",
fuelling the expansive aspirations of Venizelos and dooming king Constantine.

Filippo Marco Espinoza
“Civilizers and bringers of free and modern customs”: Italian imperial ambitions and cultural
hybridization in the Dodecanese in the 1910s
In 1912, during the Italian-Turkish war, the Italian army occupied the Dodecanese. The
occupation would last until 1923, when the region was formally annexed to Italy. Until that time,
however, the Dodecanese remained an Ottoman territory. As a result, the occupiers had to
ensure law and order, while respecting the laws in force in the Ottoman Empire.
This paper will examine three aspects of the Turkish legal system that were found to be
unacceptable to the Italians: the prohibition on conversion of Muslims, slavery, and the
capitulations. With respect to these aspects, the occupiers made important changes to the laws
in force locally, referring to the principles of Italian law. What emerged was a symbiosis between
the Ottoman and Italian legal models.
I argue that this hybridization was perfectly functional to the Aegean context. I will also question
the extent to which this hybridization influenced the genesis of 1925 Italian Aegean citizenship
law.

Luca Castiglioni
Imperial terraforming: fascist imperial constructs for the Dodecanese and their heritage (19121945)
During the first half of the XX Century the onset of a colonial administration and the aftermath
of vast scale conflicts deeply impacted the realities of the Dodecanese islands and their
connection to Mediterranean networks, on many material and immaterial levels. The Italian
administration of the islands, between 1912 and 1945, implemented a number of specific colonial
policies: through environmental, economic and political changes they attempted to alter the
sociocultural structure of the archipelago, meanwhile designing and projecting from there a
specific image of Italian imperialism for the Levant.
In my paper I’ll present the cohesive, continual and projecting nature of these colonial policies,
discussing how the “imperial-serving” but “locally-isolating” mindset of the fascist administration
brought on environmental and material changes, which affected the socio-political reality of the
islands and their transregional connections, meanwhile creating a colonial narrative that’s still
subtly conditioning Italian contemporary perceptions of the Dodecanese.

Marco Clementi
The relations between the Italian Governorate of Rhodes and the local Jewish Community
(1912-1940)
On the basis of new sources the speech is about the social and economic structure of the Jewish
community of Rhodes under fascism, the biographies of its members and its interior dynamics.
During the twenties and thirties, the Jews of Rhodes faced a new European culture, which they
greatly appreciated as it offered them possibilities for emancipation previously unimaginable. At
the same time they were hit by a severe economic crisis, which forced them to seek answers
outside the Islands, or to introduce new interpretations of their role, such as those offered by
Zionism. For their part, the Italians initially tried to understand the complexity of the Ottoman
social structure, then to live with it without introducing big changes. After a first period, during
which the traditional mechanisms were maintained within the Jewish society, the Italians tried
to modernize the Island, fact that necessarily affected the tradition. If the Jewish elites mostly
responded positively, a significant part of its members, made up of poor people, paid for that
with unemployment, precariousness and migration. With the racial laws, the relations between
the Italian government and the Jews deteriorated and the community was deconstructed,
suffering consequences that were not foreseeable until some time before.

Andrea Zaniboni
Campochiaro, the Italian foundation village on the island of Rhodes. Preserving and passing
down a “custodian of time” architecture

Mike Rostock
Somewhere Between Forgetting and Remembering - investigating ruins of the Italian
occupation on a Greek tourist island
Today, a rural village once built by occupying Italian Fascists lies largely abandoned on the soughtafter tourist island of Rhodes, Greece. My ongoing research seeks to develop a better
understanding of why these buildings are abandoned today and provide insight as to how they
have affected three generations of the local population living alongside them. This investigation
provides 4 bodies of work undertaken by the author with extensive support from the local
administration and community in January 2020, as part of this ongoing research to investigate
the site and potential architectural solutions to its disuse:





Extensive visual survey of the site in recent times describing the current state of the
architecture.
Archival material providing an understanding of how the site was originally intended
under Italian rule, in order to situate this research in a historical context.
Testimony provided by three generations of the local population, sharing their insights on
the village.
Memory mapping by local residents exploring their ongoing relationship with the
architecture over generations.

To date there has been no published extensive research into how these buildings have fared in
the decades since 1937, the relationship they maintain with the local population and how they
have impacted the local community.
This research demonstrates that the abandonment of these buildings can be attributed
to their provenance and the changing socioeconomic context on the island of Rhodes. It
illustrates that the imposition of this architecture has had a demonstrable effect on the local
population. It's 93 years long road to ruin has formed an evolving relationship over generations
of the local community.
This research has catalysed a conversation about the future of these buildings, feeding
further research on methods of how to incrementally transform this set of long-standing vacant
Italian occupation-era buildings, for the better.
Αlexander Kitroeff
Anglo-Egyptian Negotiations 1919-1937 & the Europeans in Egypt.
The emergence of the Egyptian nationalist movement that became pronounced in 1919
challenged Britain’s hegemony over Egypt which it ruled as a Protectorate. By way of deflecting
the nationalist movement’s focus targeted Britain’s political, economic and military

predominance the British authorities in Egypt suggested that the Egyptian demand for more
freedom could also be addressed by abolishing the Capitulations, the privileges enjoyed by the
European communities that were resident in Egypt. The implication was that the Europeans were
part of the colonial apparatus. But the reaction of the Europeans, including the British community
was to reject their colonial status and seek to forge ties with the Egyptians, and even express
sympathy with their nationalist demands. This varies according to each community but
nonetheless, as this presentation seeks to demonstrate, it shows a separation between the
colonial administration and the European residents which by extension suggests there was not a
binary polarization between Europeans (colonial administrators and residents and that the rise
of Egyptian nationalism caused rifts in the European edifice in Egypt.
Panagiotis Kourgiotis
Negotiating independence in Interwar Egypt; national aspirations and imperial limitations
Throughout the period following Egypt’s declaration of independence in 1922, successive
governments sought to reconcile the functions of a sovereign state, inter alia, the country’s
membership in the League of Nations, with the stationing of more than ten thousand British
troops in its soil, not to mention Great Britain’s blatant interventions in foreign and domestic
policy issues. Thereupon, this presentation sets forth some crucial questions; when and on what
grounds was that Eastern Mediterranean country truly able to assert its independence in a region
succumbing to colonial domination and Great Power rivalry since the early 19th century?
Furthermore, how was the very notion of independence per se interpreted by the nation’s new
rulers and their British ‘tutors’/protectors alike? As it is argued, for all its geopolitical limitations,
Egypt’s state of negotiated independence modernized the internal political and socio-economic
landscape and, in the meantime, co-opted the mass patriotic movement of the Interwar.

